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Abstract. Based on the available literature on the voyage of Alfredo Borelli through the Bolivian
Chaco and Northwestern Argentina his itinerary could be reconstructed. Some new insights on the
places where he collected specimens of fish have been obtained, resulting in more precise details on
some of the type localties of species described as new by Boulenger, Eigenmann, and Regan based
on the fish specimens collected by Borelli during his second expedition to southern South America.
Key words. Naturalists, Bolivia, Argentina, Fish, old collections.

Resumen. Basados en la literatura disponible sobre el viaje de Alfredo Borelli por el Chaco boliviano
y el noroeste de Argentina, se pudo reconstruir su itinerario. Se obtuvo nueva evidencia sobre los
lugares donde colectó especímenes de peces, lo que resultó en detalles más precisos sobre algunas
de las localidades tipo de especies descritas como nuevas por Boulenger, Eigenmann y Regan a
partir de los especímenes de peces colectados por Borelli durante su segunda expedición al sur de
América del Sur.
Palabras clave. Naturalistas, Bolivia, Argentina, Peces, Colecciones antiguas.
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INTRODUCTION
At first sight it may read strange to find
a mix of Italian and English in the title of a
paper from a journal published in a Spanish
speaking country. By doing so we actually
follow a practice started in the 1890ies
after the Italian zoologist Alfredo Borelli
(1858-1943) on behalf of the museum in
Torino, Italy, executed three expeditions to
southern South America.
Straube (2010), in addition to other
interesting details, provided the basic data
on Borelli’s expeditions:
•
•
•

1st: Argentina and Paraguay, March
1893 - January 1894
2nd: Bolivian Chaco and Northwest
Argentina, May 1895 - December 1896
3rd: Mato Grosso and Paraguay, July September 1899

The purpose of the present contribution
is to define as precisely as possible the
localities in which the fish specimens were
collected during the second expedition,
some of these becoming later the type
material of new species.
After returning back to Italy Borelli
handed over the collected specimens to
specialized colleagues from all fields of
zoology and those subsequently published
their results in the ‘Bollettino dei Musei di
Zoologia ed Anatomia Comparata della
Reale Università di Torino’ [hereinafter
‘Bolletino’]. These results have been
published in Italian, French, English, and
German and in consequence the second
part of the title was done in the language
of the respective publication, a tradition
we follow herein. Borelli followed this
practice after all three expeditions
(Table 1, supplement) and made sure
that the authors would present their
results indicating in the title from which
expeditions the examined specimens had
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been brought and numbering their papers
consecutively. The series of paper dealing
with the second expedition are provided in
Table 1, the titles on all expeditions and the
respective complete papers are provided in
the supplement to the present contribution.
Pangella (1910, for reference see Table 1)
has not continued with the consecutive
numbering of the Chaco series. This may
have happened because nearly a decade
had passed since the bulk of the papers
had been published and the practice in the
meanwhile had just been forgotten or she
did so deliberately because in the title she
announced that Borelli’s second expedition
was mixed with specimens from the third
one to the Mato Grosso. Nevertheless, in
her paper Pangella treated 40 specimens
of 11 species from the Chaco expedition
and only 2 specimens of a single species
from Mato Grosso. We regard her paper
to be a part of the earlier series on Borelli’s
second expedition, consider it to be the
contribution number XVIII. of the same,
and thus, continue the series 110 years
later being the present paper number XIX.,
adopting the leading title as used in the
original publications.
Collection codes mentioned in the
text are BMNH for the Natural History
Museum in London, CAS for the California
Academy of Sciences in San Francisco, and
MZUT for the Museo Zoologico Università
di Torino in Turin. All locations have been
georeferenced using GoogleMaps.
THE LOCALITIES
To obtain the largest possible amount
of data, not only Boulenger’s part on the
fishes (1897) was examined, but also the
other 17 notes on zoology published about
Borelli’s collections made in the Chaco
(Table 1). Boulenger (1897) listed species
and described two new ones from six
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localities, being three from Bolivia and
three from Argentina. From the papers
published on the Chaco expedition only
Salvadori (1897, for reference see Table
1) provided the months of collection,
allowing us to approximately reproduce
Borelli’s itinerary (Figure 1). Geographic
coordinates of all localities where
specimens, not only fishes, have been
collected are provided in Table 2.
The localities and collection data for
fishes in the chronology and as mentioned
by Boulenger (1897) are the following:
Mission de San Francisco
Former Franciscan mission of ‘San
Francisco Solano’, Villamontes city, Gran

Chaco Province, Tarija Department,
Bolivia | Pilcomayo River, Paraguay river
basin | coll. Alfredo Borelli, Nov.-Dec. 1895.
DDD -21.273643, -63.462021 | DMS
21°16’25”S 63°27’43”W.
Type locality of:
- Hypostomus borellii (Boulenger, 1897) |
syntypes BMNH 1897.1.27.19 (1), MZUT
1393 (1)
- Odontostilbe microcephala Eigenmann, 1907
| holotype CAS 59790 | paratype CAS 59791
(1)
The former Franciscan mission of ‘San
Francisco Solano’ has been secularized in
1906 by the Bolivian government and due
to this administrational act then became
the city of Villamontes (Barrado Manzano,
1945; Combès, 2014, 2019), honoring the
name of Ismael Montes Gamboa, president

Figure 1 - Map of Borelli’s itinerary during his 2nd. expedition in chronological order of visiting the places. The square
symbols indicate the six localities where he collected fishes. The details for this map are provided in Table 2.
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of Bolivia in the periods of 1904-1909 and
1913-1917.
Caiza
Caiza Villa Ingavi village, Yacuíba city,
Gran Chaco Province, Tarija Department,
Bolivia | Pilcomayo River, Paraguay river
basin | coll. Alfredo Borelli, Jan.-Apr.
1896.
DDD -21.815431, -63.539919 | DMS
21°48’56”S 63°32’24”W.
There are several places in Bolivia which
share the name Caiza. To make them
distinguishable each one has received
a unique code letter. For this reason
the Chacoan Caiza Villa Ingavi may
also be found as Caiza ‘J’. In the map of
Brackebusch (1885) this place is shown as
‘Villa Rodrigo, ó Caiza’.

village of El Palmar (Langer 2009). Under
these conditions and in contrast to the
neighboring missions which developed
to become a village or city, Aguayrenda
could not prosper but dissolved over time.
Today tourists can visit the ruins of the
former mission.
San Lorenzo

Former Franciscan mission of ‘San
Roque de Aguayrenda‘, Aguayrenda
hamlet, El Palmar village, Yacuíba city,
Gran Chaco Province, Tarija Department,
Bolivia | Pilcomayo River, Paraguay river
basin | coll. Alfredo Borelli, Sep. 1895.
DDD -21.861580, -63.637873 | DMS
21°51’42”S 63°38’16”W.
Type locality of:
- Trichomycterus borellii Boulenger, 1897 |
syntypes MZUT 1396 (6)
Just as ‘San Francisco Solano’ (see above),
the Franciscan mission of ‘San Roque de
Aguayrenda‘ in 1911 was also secularized.
After the secularization the government
chased the former inhabitants out of their
homes and turned the mission settlement
into the headquarters of an army regiment.
The ‘indigenous inhabitants did keep
their grazing lands, but instead of using it
themselves they rented it to settlers of the

Calilegua municipality, Ledesma Department, Jujuy Province, Argentina | San Lorenzo River, Bermejo river basin | coll. Alfredo
Borelli, May-Jun. 1896.
DDD -23.775290, -64.770680 | DMS
23°46’31”S 64°46’15”W.
Boulenger (1897) reported on specimens
collected by Borelli in San Lorenzo, Jujuy,
a place not found in any modern map.
Peracca (1897, for reference see Table 1)
provided an excellent hint that Borelli’s
San Lorenzo was no village or city, but the
name of a farm. He described a new lizard
Cnemidophorus leachei, today in genus
Contomastix, to honor Francisco Leach,
Borelli’s host and owner of that land. A
‘hacienda San Lorenzo’ in the past was
one of the largest in Jujuy (Ferreiro 2016;
Peirotti 2007) and this place converted
in what today is the town of Calilegua
(Fernández 2010). This is corroborated by
a map prepared by Brackebusch in 1885
(Figure 2) in which the place of today’s
Calilegua is shown as ‘San Lorenzo’. Borelli
himself (1897, for reference see Table
1), when describing Planaria laurentiana
as a new species from ‘il torrente di San
Lorenzo’, confirmed that he collected in
the homonymous river. The San Lorenzo
River separates Calilegua and Ledesma,
just across the river, a collection locality of
other (non-fish) specimens, and regarding
the distribution of species both could be
considered to be the same locality.
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Figure 2 - Map of Brackebusch (1885) showing Borelli’s ‘San Lorenzo’ in the locality of today’s town
of Calilegua.

Tala
El Tala municipality, La Candelaria
Department, Salta Province, Argentina |
El Tala River, endorheic Salí-Dulce river
basin | coll. Alfredo Borelli, Jul.-Sep. 1896.
DDD -26.113077, -65.276711 | DMS
26°06’47”S 65°16’36”W.
Type locality of:
- Trichomycterus borellii Boulenger, 1897 |
syntypes MZUT 1397 (2)
In El Tala Borelli stayed at an estancia
‘San Felipe’. We have been unable to
verify if this farm still exists at all or still
exists under this name.

SOME NOMENCLATURAL REMARKS
Odontostilbe microcephala Eigenmann, 1907

Lesser
Lesser hamlet, Vaqueros municipality,
La Caldera Department, Salta Province,
Argentina | Lesser River, Bermejo river
basin | coll. Alfredo Borelli, Sep. 1896.
DDD -24.669832, -65.477893 | DMS
25°31’20”S 65°30’32”W.
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Type locality of:
- Trichomycterus borellii Boulenger,
1897 | syntypes MZUT 1398 (1), BMNH
1897.1.27.26 (1)
- Corydoras micracanthus Regan, 1912
| lectotype BMNH 1897.1.27.8 |
paralectotypes BMNH 1897.1.27.9-14 (6) |
ZMA 109951 (1) [ex BMNH 1897.1.27.15]
Borelli may have visited a farm called
‘Finca Lesser’. Yet, as we have no proof for
this we take Boulenger’s ‘Lesser’ for the
homonymous hamlet.
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In the description of this species
Eigenmann (in Eigenmann & Ogle 1907)
stated that he had received these two
specimens in exchange from the BMNH
in London, labeled as Chirodon pequira. The
type locality was provided by him as ‘Rio
Pilcomayo, Bolivia’.
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The only collection lot at BMNH from
earlier than 1907 that does fit with both,
the name on the label and the provenance
is BMNH 1897.1.27.61-70. Under field
number 1-27 on the pages 143 and 144, the
original handwritten catalog of BMNH
(figs. 3, 4) lists a collection of fishes made
by Borelli during his second expedition and
later described by Boulenger (1897). Lot
BMNH 1897.1.27.61-70 was registered as
from ’Mission San Francisco‘, a locality at
the Pilcomayo River in the Bolivian Chaco,
in total accordance with Eigenmann’s

data. Although the last digits (61-70) of
the collection lot number indicate the
existence of 10 specimens, today this lot
still contains 14 specimens (Figure 5). If
sufficient specimens were available it was
usual practice to ’under-register‘ lots and
so keep open the possibility for exchange
without having to change lot numbers
(James Maclaine, pers. comm.).
The picture of the holotype made available
online by CAS (Figure 6) shows a specimen
which looks remarkably alike the ones
from the British lot (Figure 5). The general

Figure 3 - BMNH’s book of entries: Zoology Accessions Register - Reptiles & Fishes - 1893-1903 - page 143.

Figure 4 - BMNH’s book of entries: Zoology Accessions Register - Reptiles & Fishes - 1893-1903 - page 144.
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Figure 5 - BMNH 1897.1.27.61-70, topotypes of Odontostilbe microcephala, in Figure 4 as Chirodon pequira.

Figure 6 - CAS 59790, Eigenmann’s holotype of Odontostilbe
microcephala. Available from the CAS online database of types.
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appearance of the specimens contained in
both lots leads to the assumption that age
and form of preservation are identical.
Based on these findings we hereby define
the type locality of Odontostilbe microcephala
as given above for ’Mission San Francisco‘
and that BMNH 1897.1.27.61-70 contains
topotypes collected together with the
holotype and the paratype from CAS. This
would be applicable too, if at MZUT there
was still a lot of ’Chirodon pequira‘ from
’Mission San Francisco‘ existing, not so if
from ‘Caiza’.
As a matter of fact someone else has
already come to the same conclusion and
has written a new label stating “topotypes”
(Figure 5). Unfortunately we have not yet
been able to find out who that was.
The correspondence between Boulenger
and Eigenmann is in part still existing in
London, but the scans of those documents,
generously provided by James Maclaine,
did not yield any new knowledge on the
cession of the respective specimens to
Indiana University, today maintained in
CAS.
Due to the current lockdown measures in
the museum collections around the globe
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic we have
not been able to verify if there is another
’sister lot‘ with topotypes existing in Turin.
Trichomycterus borellii Boulenger, 1897
Boulenger
(1897)
described
this
species based on several (fr.: “plusieurs”)
specimens from three localities: Mission
d‘Aguairenda, Tala, and Lesser. In some
measures he provided ranges, e.g. for head
in total length, obviously taken from more
than one specimen. Notwithstanding, the
total length for the species was given as 93
mm, an indication that this was taken from
a single specimen.
Tortonese (1940) listed the type material
of this species available in Turin as MZUT
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1396 (6) from Aguarienda, 1397 (2) from
Tala, and 1398 (1) from Lesser.
In a footnote to this list he designated the
single specimen from MZUT 1398 as ‘olotipo‘
and the others as ’paratipi‘ without providing
any further details or reasoning for his
action. In the introduction of his paper (p.
135) he explained that he would apply the
term ‘olotipo’ only for a unique specimen the
original description was based on. Regardless
the use of the English or the Italian term for
‘holotype’, in our modern understanding his
act might be interpreted as the designation
of a lectotype and paralectotypes from a
syntype series.
This nomenclatural act has either been
overlooked or, without providing arguments,
not been accepted by e.g. Ferraris (2007),
Pinna and Wosiacki (2003), and Fricke et al.
(2020).
As Tortonese did not provide details as
e.g. the total length, for the specimen he
designated to be the ‘holotype’ and due to the
fact that he did not mention the also exiting
single syntype from BMNH 1897.1.27.26
(Figure 3), of whose existence he possibly was
not aware, and thus, he has not examined all
available syntypes, it is at least doubtful if he
complied with article 74.5 of The Code (ICZN
1999).
In view of these ambiguities we have
decided to follow the above mentioned
authors and also treat all specimens, those
from Turin and the one from London, as
syntypes.
Corydoras micracanthus Regan, 1912
In the description of this species, based
on specimens identified as Callichthys
punctatus by Boulenger (1897), Regan
provided the following data on the
specimens examined by him:
1-8 (types).

35-50

9-10
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By adding the word ‘types’ in the first
line Regan made it unmistakably clear
that only these eight specimens were his
designated syntype specimens for Corydoras
micracanthus, those collected by Borelli,
but not the two specimens collected by
Steinbach, listed in the second line.
Nijssen and Isbruecker (1980) understood
and respected this when they only used the
specimens from lot BMNH 1897.1.27.8-15
(see above) for their designation of a lectotype
and seven paratypes. Nevertheless, in the
online database of BMNH’s ichthyological
collection the two specimens collected
by Steinbach, lot BMNH 1906.5.31.4041,
currently are declared as being ‘syntypes’
(NHM 2021). Following Regan’s original
description this is not the case and needs
to be corrected. Nowadays these specimens
would probably be listed as ‘additional nontype material’ or hypodigm.
The also online available ‘Zoology Accessions Register: Reptiles & Fishes: 19041925’ (NHM 2021) shows on page 86 for

1906 (Figure 7) that the two specimens of
‘Callichthys punctatus’ collected by Steinbach
have been found by him in the province
of Salta, as correctly stated by Regan, but
also providing the detail that Steinbach
collected those in Cachi. The town of Cachi
is located at the Calchaquí River, a tributary
to the Juramento River. Borelli’s specimens
originated from Lesser, Lesser River, an
affluent of the Bermejo river basin (see
above).
Calviño and Alonso (2010) described
Corydoras gladysae as a new species with
a holotype from Payogasta, only few
kilometers upstream from Steinbach’s
collection at Cachi, and with paratypes
from Cachi, Steinbach’s very locality.
Alonso et al. (2018) provided details on
the type locality of C. micracanthus and
confirmed the split distribution of these
two species in these two river systems.
Regan may have seen a difference
between these two lots and this could have
been a possible reason why he did not

Figure 7 - BMNH’s book of entries: Zoology Accessions Register - Reptiles & Fishes - 1904-1925 - page 86
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include Steinbach’s specimens from Cachi
in his syntype series. Thus, it is advisable
to review lot BMNH 1906.5.31.40-41 as
it probably contains the first Corydoras
gladysae ever collected.
CONCLUSIONS
The study of all papers in which the
results of Borelli’s collections during his
second expedition to southern South
America have been published enabled us to
precisely define and describe the localities
where he has collected fish specimens in
the Bolivian Chaco and the Northwest
of Argentina. New knowledge could be
gained on the history of the type specimens
of Odontostilbe microcephala Eigenmann,
1907, for which in the original description
neither the exact locality, nor details on
the collector had been included. Also,

additional data did arise during the
preparation of the manuscript, showing
the necessity to review collections lots
of Trichomycterus borellii Boulenger, 1897
available in MZUT, Turin, and BMNH,
London. Serious doubts about the identity
of specimens contained in a lot at BMNH
recommend their revision, as those may
be individuals of Corydoras gladysae
Calviño and Alonso, 2010 and not, as
currently stated in the collection lot’s data
set (NHM 2021), syntypes of Corydoras
micracanthus Regan, 1912.
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Table 1 - Chronology of the results from Borelli’s Chaco expedition as published in the ‘Bollettino’ between 1896
and 1910.
Nobili, G. (1896): Viaggio del Dr. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. I. Crostacei decapodi. Bollettino 11 (265): 1-3
Peracca, M. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. II. Rettili ed Anfibi. Bollettino 12 (274): 1-19
Boulenger, G.A. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. III. Poissons. Bollettino 12 (279): 1-4
Silvestri, F. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. IV. Chilopodi e Diplopodi. Bollettino 12 (283):
1-11
Borelli, A. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. V. Planarie d’acqua dolce. Bollettino 12 (288):
1-4
Dollfus, A. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nel Chaco Boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. VI. Isopodes terrestres. Bollettino 12 (289): 1-4
Salvadori, T. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. VII. Uccelli. Bollettino 12 (292): 1-36
Camerano, L. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. VIII. Gordii. Bollettino 12 (294): 1-3
Graff, L. von (1897): Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Republica Argentina. IX. Neue Landplanarien. Bollettino 12 (296): 1-3
Giglio-Tos, E. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Republica Argentina. X. Ortotteri. Bollettino 12 (302): 1-47
Aucey C.F. (1897): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco Boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. XI. Resultats malacologiques. Bollettino 12
(309): 1-22
Thomas, O. (1898): Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Republica Argentina. XII. On the small mammals. Bollettino 12 (315): 1-4
Griffini, A. (1898): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. XIII. Descrizione d’un nuovo Thermonectes di
Tali. Bollettino 12 (318): 1-2
Weltner, W. (1898): Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nel Chaco boliviano e nella Republica Argentina. XIV. Ephydatia ramsayi (Haswel) forma talaensis aus
Argentinien. Bollettino 12 (331): 1-3
Regimbart, M. (1899): Viaggio del Dott. Alfredo Borelli nel Chaco Boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. XV. Ditiscidae de la Bolivie. Bollettino 13
(340): 1
Kirkaldy, G.W. (1899): Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nel Chaco Boliviano e nella Republica Argentina. XVI. Aquatic Rhynchota. Bollettino 13 (352): 1-2
Cognetti, L. (1902): Viaggio del Dr. A. Borelli nel Chaco Boliviano e nella Repubblica Argentina. XVII. Terricoli boliviani ed argentini. Bollettino 17
(420): 1-11 + 1 plate
Pangella, G. (1910): Viaggio del Dott. A. Borelli nel Chaco Boliviano, nel Matto Grosso e nella Repubblica Argentina. [XVIII.] Buprestidi. Bollettino
25 (619): 1-4
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Table 2 - Borelli’s itinerary during his 2nd expedition as determined from the papers listed in Table 1. Numbers in
second column explain the symbols in Figure 1. Stars in first column indicate the six localities where he collected
fishes (square symbols in map).
#

place

dates (# 292)

GPS DDD

GPS DMS

1

Campo Santo

Sep 1895

-24.681964, -65.103215

24°40'55"S 65°06'12"W

*

2

Mission d'Aguairenda

Sep 1895

-21.861580, -63.637873

21°51'42"S 63°38'16"W

*

3

Mission San Francisco

Nov-Dec 1895

-21.273643, -63.462021

21°16'25"S 63°27'43"W

*

4

Caiza

Jan-Apr 1896

-21.815431, -63.539919

21°48'56"S 63°32'24"W

5

Oran

-23.139907, -64.322489

23°08'24"S 64°19'21"W

*

6

San Lorenzo

May-Jun 1896

-23.775290, -64.770680

23°46'31"S 64°46'15"W

7

Ledesma

-23.804894, -64.790722

23°48'18"S 64°47'27"W

8

Campo Santo

Jun 1896

-24.681964, -65.103215

24°40'55"S 65°06'12"W

9

Salta

Sep 1896

-24.789215, -65.410269

24°47'21"S 65°24'37"W

10

Lesser

Sep 1896

-24.669832, -65.477893

24°40'11"S 65°28'40"W

11

Guachipas

-25.522123, -65.508759

25°31'20"S 65°30'32"W

12

Cara-huassi

Sep 1896

-25.747967, -65.431978

25°44'53"S 65°25'55"W

13

Tala (estancia San Felipe)

Jul-Sep 1896

-26.113077, -65.276711

26°06'47"S 65°16'36"W

14

San Pablo, Tucumán

Oct 1896

-26.875383, -65.311258

26°52'31"S 65°18'41"W

*

*
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